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About This Software

Driver Booster 4 for STEAM, as a powerful and easy-to-use driver updater, provides 1-click solution to rapidly & securely
update drivers including the outdated, missing and faulty ones. It aims to fix computer problems, such as system crash, BSOD,
device connection error, audio crackling, no sound issues, slow network, etc. With online database, this tool updates drivers in

real time to make sure your devices always have the best drivers matched. Your hardware will get optimized and your computer
will run at its best with the up-to-date drivers. What’s more, in order to enhance gaming experience, Driver Booster also

supports game-related graphic & audio drivers with performance improved specially for hot games. And game components are
also covered to offer necessary game support and get rid of various lock-in issues of game run times. In short, Driver Booster is

a driver updater to increase system compatibility, stability and performance.

 Game Boost

What a bummer if can’t play online games smoothly! Driver Booster 4 for STEAM is a great partner for almost all kinds of
online games. Users can easily keep game-related drivers up-to-date with just ONE click. What’s more, widely-used game
components adopted by games range from small web games to Massive Multiplayer Online Game (MMOG) are supported.

Users are able to play more 3D games with DirectX or experience vivid graphics with PhysX, other components like OpenAL,
VC Runtime, Adobe Flash, UnityWeb, etc are also available.
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 200% Larger Database 

With a 200% larger online database, Driver Booster 4 for STEAM is the best driver updater software that can automatically
scan & fix over 400,000 devices and PC drivers provided by more than 5,000 companies. Users will be free from problems such

as slow internet, computer freezes & crashes, as well as conflict with peripherals caused by outdated, missing or incorrect
drivers.

 Secure Driver Updating

Driver Booster allows you to update your drivers more safely and securely than any other driver updater. To ensure the safety of
users’ computer, only qualified WHQL drivers are provided by Driver Booster 4 for STEAM. It automatically backs up a

previous copy and creates a system restore point before updating, in case anything unexpected happens. Automatically checking
and fixing the display resolution issues after installation is also a newly-added feature to Driver Booster 4.

 Intelligent & Time-Saving Download

Driver Booster 4 for STEAM has made some improvement in the download process. With an advanced driver compression
algorithm, a driver package in Driver Booster 4 would be at least 30% smaller than its original size resulting in greatly reduced
download time. Driver Booster 4 also offers at least 50% faster download speed and allows downloading and installation during

system idle time with Auto Download feature, letting users focus on job at hand without any disturbance.

 Smart Installation

When detect you are occupied in work or playing games at present in full screen, Driver Booster 4 for STEAM can pause
installation process intelligently. It’s your call to decide to go on updating or not, after you finish your current work.
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About License
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The license codes of Driver Booster 4 for STEAM are Lifetime/3PC. You pay for the program only the first time and enjoy all
updates & supports within version 4.X for FREE and for lifetime on any 3 PCs.
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Title: Driver Booster 4 for Steam
Genre: Utilities
Developer:
IObit
Publisher:
IObit
Release Date: 7 Nov, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10, Windows 8/8.1, Windows 7, Windows XP, Vista

Processor: 1 GHz processor or faster

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 500 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Danish,Russian,Bulgarian,Hungarian,Turkish,Greek,Czech,Japanese,Polish,Thai,Swedish,Roma
nian,Finnish,Dutch,Portuguese,Korean,Ukrainian,Norwegian,Simplified Chinese,Tradit
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Don't buy this, it ♥♥♥♥ed up my sound big time, I uninstalled a bunch of drivers that i needed, so my pc couldn't function
properly. Luckily I'm smart and did an auto reinstall. DO NOT BUY THIS!. Broke my GPU driver when I simply updated
GeForce's latest driver a while ago with this. Luckily I was able to revert back to default.

Most likely because it doesn't even install the drivers with the usual method by opening an extra window where you can choose
different install options.

I really don't suggest using it, it may break your entire PC by downloading incompatible drivers.

Sometimes it suggests for me to download drivers that aren't even available from official driver supporters.

Only thing I use this for is when I want to check if there are any new drivers available so I can download them from official
sources.

Do not buy this, just take your time to find the compatible drivers manually. I've read that this has broken people's entire PCs by
simply downloading an incompatible driver.. They tried to steal my steam account. Seriously.. Helps me keep all my drivers
upto date and it has decent UI customization options.. People said i was daft to use Use Driver Booster 4 on my computer , but i
used it all the same, just to show them
My computer sank into the swamp

So I rebuilt my computer. And that one sank into the swamp. So I built a third. That burned down, fell over, and then sank into
the swamp. But the fourth one stayed up. And that’s what you’re going to get, Son, the strongest driver software in all of
England.. Broke my GPU driver when I simply updated GeForce's latest driver a while ago with this. Luckily I was able to
revert back to default.

Most likely because it doesn't even install the drivers with the usual method by opening an extra window where you can choose
different install options.

I really don't suggest using it, it may break your entire PC by downloading incompatible drivers.

Sometimes it suggests for me to download drivers that aren't even available from official driver supporters.

Only thing I use this for is when I want to check if there are any new drivers available so I can download them from official
sources.

Do not buy this, just take your time to find the compatible drivers manually. I've read that this has broken people's entire PCs by
simply downloading an incompatible driver.. the best ever
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Good app for the Laptops. Good piece of software. I am using it on multiple machines and it got all my drivers up to date. I
used it because I never update non GPU drivers and thought it was about time to get them back into the present; it worked and I
experienced no issues whatsoever.. soo.... my driver's extremely old.... than why does it work when yours doesn't?. Awesome!
Thanks!. it worked fine for me. Used it for a few year - no problems as of yet.. I managed to brick my netbook with this in a
way that I had to make a complete OS reinstall

 This offers literally NOTHING more that you cannot steadily do by yourself in a much safer way. Do yourself a favor and stay
the hell away from any IObit related software.
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